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Benefit Card Basics
Overview

Benefit Cards are automatically ordered upon enrollment.

Benefit Cards have a 3-year life span and will be automatically reloaded

Benefit Cards activate upon first swipe.

Benefit Cards are stacked across all card-eligible plans: meaning you

Benefit Cards don't alleviate the IRS requirement to provide substantiation to a third

party when using your plan funds.

You can order a unique Benefit Card for any tax-dependent over the age of 18.

You can report your Benefit Card lost or stolen online or via Igoe Mobile.

Your Benefit Card number can be used to set up your online or Igoe Mobile credentials.

    year after year.

    only need one card.

 

Additional Benefit Card Facts

 

 



Substantiation
Why we have to do it

Who was the service or product for?

What was the service or product?

When did the service happen or when

was the product bought?

How much did the service or product

cost?

Where (or by whom) was the service

provided or the product sold?

The IRS requires that account holders

provide documentation that shows the

following information for every instance of

fund use:

 



Substantiation
Why we have to do it

When the service was paid for the

product purchased. 

How much was charged to the card

Where the transaction took place

Traditional card transactions only tell us

the following:

 

 

This is not enough information to satisfy

the IRS documentation requirements. So

how do we get around that?

 



BENEFIT CARD MERCHANT CATEGORIES

I IAS RETAILERS

Examples: Target, Wal-
Mart,etc.
Not all retailers have the
same list of FSA elgibile
items. Be prepared to pay
with another card and
submit a claim if you
experience a denial for
something you think is
eligible.

IIAS retailers are general
merchants who sell FSA
elgibile products and have 
a bar code system that
enables your Benefit Card
to only work when
purchasing approved items.
 

SERVICE

PROVIDERS

Examples: Doctor
Offices, Hospitals,
Pharmacies
Transactions approve but
receipts are required if
the purchase does not
match a known co-pay or
a multiple thereof.

Service Provides are
merchants whose primary
source of income is derived
from selling approved
services and products:
 

 

DENTAL/VISION

These providers are not
considered to derive
enough revenue from
eligible expenses and
services.  As a result, the
Benefit Card will work but
you should anticipate
getting a request to send in
documentation that shows
what type of service or
product was purchased.

PARTNER

RETAILERS 

Igoe has a marketplace
available online for retailers
that have provided the best
card integration
experiences. Our favorite is
FSAstore due to their
progressive approach to
eligibility education and
product quality.



AUTO-APPROVED TRANSACTION TYPES

I IAS AND PARTNER

RETAILERS

The bar code technology tells the IRS what

was being purchased

Transactions are for products, not

services, so the transaction date IS the

date the expense was incurred.

These are the most hassle free transaction

experiences.  Why?

 

 

The end result is that purchases are self-

approved and satisfy all of the key

requirements to prove that funds were

properly used.

CO-PAY MATCHING

Any whole dollar value will be an

assumed co-pay as long as the

transaction is under $500

Transactions that are not a whole dollar

value or are over $500 require

documentation to show what the service

was, who it was for and when it actually

happened.

For transactions that happen at approved

service providers, the IRS allows expenses

that match a co-pay to be approved

without additional documentation

requirements. Why? The logic is that such

expenses are eligible because they are

covered by the health plan. All other

transactions require a receipt.  Here's how

co-pay matching works for your benefits:

RECURRING EXPENSES
The IRS allows us to learn from your card

use. If you have a transaction that at a

merchant and for a dollar value that recurs,

we are allowed to use your original

documentation to substantiate that

expense.  How does this work?

 

The first time you use your card for a

transaction that cannot self-approve, you'll

get a request to send in documentation. 

 Once reviewed and approved, that receipt

goes on file. The system uses that receipt

to automatically approve future

transactions.



Substantiation Timeline
21 Day Substantiation Period

TRANSACTION

DATE

An email requesting

subsantiation

A text message if you

registered your mobile #

An action alert on your

online and mobile account

If a transaction takes place that

can't be automatically

approved, we'll send you the

following notices:

14 DAYS LATER

If we don't hear from you, we'll

send another communication

via an automated system

reminding you to take action.

 

21 DAYS LATER

If we don 't hear from you , the

transaction is marked as

ineligible for tax-free

treatment . A notification is

sent to you regarding the

new classification along with

options for next steps .

 

 

 

AFTER 21  DAYS

 Incur a new claim and send

in a receipt. Rather than

getting reimbursed, we'll

apply the claim to any

balances due

Manually repay the plan

Send in the requested

receipt before plan year

end. 

Ineligible transactions become

taxable events.  As a result, suc

transactions are added to your

W-2 as taxable income unless

you are able to re-pay the plan

in one of the following ways:

1.

2.

3.



Online Purchases
FSAstore versus Amazon

Amazon designates FSA and HSA eligible items in the product description.

Card charges when item ships. TIP: avoid making purchases on Amazon toward the

end of your spending period

Transactions do not split. That means your card will decline if you add any non-FSA or

HSA eligible products to your card

Avoid making purchases that are not straight from the manufacturer. Amazon does

not qualify the quality or authenticity of products sold by third party re-sellers.

All products are eligible. If a letter of medical necessity or RX is needed, you can

upload that information directly on their site to avoid additional substantiation

requests.

The card charges at the time of purchase making their site ideal for end of year

purchases.

Shipping, if applicable, is an eligible expense.

All products are sold directly by the manufacturer.

FSAStore offers payment forgiveness. That means they'll cover the remaining cost of

your purchase if your FSA balance doesn't cover the full transaction but is only short

by a nominal amount.

Amazon Features

 

FSAstore Features

 
 



Eligibility Hacks
Fun ways to spend your money

TENS Units

KY Tape

Hot/Cold packs

Insoles

Ace Bandages

Prescribed OTC pain medicine

Products that contain sunscreen (SPF 30 and above)

This is brand and product type agnostic and covers products like sunscreen, lotion, lip balm,

beauty products and more as long as the product is ranked as SPF 30 or above. TIP: Your

card won't work at department stores or beauty supply retailers.  Pay out of pocket and

submit a claim that includes the receipt AND a picture that clearly shows the SPF 30 ranking

of the product.

 

Pain Abatement

 

Massage Therapy

If prescribed by a doctor, massage therapy is eligible. TIP: you may have to pay out of

pocket and seek reimbursement if seeking services from retailers like MassageEnvy.
 







Questions and Answers?




